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Puluz PU5015B Waterproof Photo Backpack
Take care of transporting your camera, camcorder, drone or other items safely. The Puluz PU5015B photo backpack is distinguished by
its large capacity, and thanks to its detachable compartments, it allows you to optimally organize your space. It is also extremely durable
and waterproof. It was designed to ensure your comfort during any expedition or outdoor photo shoot.
 
Large capacity
This  practical  backpack  is  extremely  capacious.  You  can  easily  fit  in  it  your  photographic  equipment  with  accessories  -  for  example,
camera and lenses, flash drives, drone or game console. Going on an outdoor adventure? You can pack in your backpack, for example,
changing clothes, provisions, laptop, smartphone, powerbank, towel, sunglasses, toothpaste and toothbrush, comb or medicines.
 
Get organized
The backpack is designed to allow you to organize your space optimally. It is equipped with plenty of pockets, including zippered ones.
You will  also  find  detachable  1  cm foam inserts,  which  you can use  to  create  compartments  of  any  desired  size.  In  this  way you can
adjust the interior of the backpack to your expectations and make it easier to keep things tidy!
 
Comfort of use
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Now you can go on even an extremely demanding hike without worry. The PU5015B's back and suspenders are made of soft, breathable
materials so you don't have to worry about breaking a sweat. What's more, the buckled chest strap makes the backpack fit better and
distribute the weight more evenly. This unique product will give you the comfort you deserve.
 
Fearless of extreme conditions
Don't worry about the safety of your devices. The outer layer of the backpack is made of waterproof and durable Oxford fabric, which
makes it extremely low susceptible to damage and wear. The product also has a durable metal zipper. Caught in a heavy downpour? Put
an extra rain cover on the backpack and don't worry about a thing!
 
Brand
Puluz
Model
PU5015B
Dimensions
31x15x45cm
Material
Oxford fabric

Preço:

Antes: € 46.002

Agora: € 39.50

Fotografia, Other, Video, Acessórios
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